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Abstract
Dynamic Monte Carlo simulations are used to study coupled transport (co-transport) through
sub-nanometer-diameter pores. In this classic Hodgkin-Keynes mechanism, an ion species
uses the large flux of an abundant ion species to move against its concentration gradient. The
efficiency of co-transport is examined for various pore parameters so that synthetic nanopores
can be engineered to maximize this effect. In general, the pore must be narrow enough that
ions cannot pass each other and the charge of the pore large enough to attract many ions so that
they exchange momentum. Co-transport efficiency increases as pore length increases, but even
very short pores exhibit co-transport, in contradiction to the usual perception that long pores
are necessary. The parameter ranges where co-transport occurs is consistent with current and
near-future synthetic nanopore geometry parameters, suggesting that co-transport of ions may
be a new application of nanopores.
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Introduction
Biological studies have shown that it is possible to move molecules “uphill” against their elec-
trochemical potential gradient by coupling their flow to the large downhill flow of another parti-
cle species.1,2 The coupling of fluxes occurs when the momentum of the ions is coupled as they
flow through narrow multiply-occupied sub-nanometer-sized pores. In the biological cases, these
pores can be ion channels or channel-like transporters.2,3 Recently, however, synthetic nanometer-
diameter pores have been engineered in a variety of materials including PET, silicon nitride, and
polycarbonate.4 Moreover, ion channels have been inserted in these pores to make them even more
narrow,5,6 even to the point of the single-file motion of ions required for momentum coupling.7
The purpose of this paper is to simulate this kind of coupled transport (co-transport) directly
with a molecular simulation method for the first time over a wide range of experimental and fabrica-
tion parameters. Specifically, our goal is to understand the general mechanisms behind co-transport
by studying the effect of various factors that influence coupling of movements of two ionic species
in a narrow multiply-occupied pore. With a general understanding of what parameters enhance
uphill ion transport it will be possible to fabricate synthetic nanopores and nanoporous materials
for a wide range of applications like low-level contaminant removal, analyte concentration ampli-
fication, and energy storage.8,9
Ions must be moved against their electrochemical gradient using energy. In biological cells,
this external energy can be a direct chemical energy (ATP hydrolysis in the case of ATPases, for
example) used for conformational changes in the transporter proteins that transport the ions bound
on one side to the other side during this structural change. Pumps working this way maintain
the concentration gradients of various ions (Na+, H+, K+) that can be harvested in co-transport
as a secondary energy source. Other mechanisms of co-transport have also been proposed. For
example, Eisenberg and coworkers10,11 suggested the possibility that ion fluxes can be coupled
through the electric field.
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Here, we investigate the narrow-pore mechanism where one uses an existing concentration
gradient (e.g., of Na+) to create a large flux to push another species (that is usually present at much
smaller concentration) with the flow against its own concentration gradient. Calculations based
on various kinetic models have been performed on the basis of this model,12 but direct computer
simulations using a molecular model that explore the co-transport mechanism in detail, to our best
knowledge, are still absent. Several other groups, including those of Coalson,13–15 Chung,16–24
and Roux25–30 used various simulation methods (including Brownian dynamics, dynamic lattice
Monte Carlo, and molecular dynamics) to study diffusion of ions through narrow biological ion
channels. Although the simulation techniques used by these groups could handle microscopic
coupling between ions (interactions through intermolecular potentials or collisions), none of these
groups studied the macroscopic phenomenon of coupled transport systematically, as is done in this
paper.
On the other hand, Chou and Lohse31,32 did consider co-transport in single-file pores. Using a
simple one-dimensional lattice exclusion model, they found single-file coupled transport through
model zeolites and channels using kinetic models in a lattice simulation. However, given the
simplicity of the model, the need for molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations to
reveal microscopic details was raised by the authors.
In this work, we build a simple molecular model for a co-transporting pore, in which a narrow
pore is lined with a number of structural charges to attract a sufficient number of cations into the
pore. This makes the pore multiply-occupied. This, and the narrowness of the pore, makes the
movement of ions coupled because the ions cannot pass each other.
Model and Method
Our pore model has rotational symmetry obtained by rotating the shape of 1 around the centerline.
The pore has rounded edges at the entrances of 0.5 nm curvature radius forming vestibules to the
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Figure 1: Geometry of the simulation cell. A membrane with a pore is placed in the center between two
control cells. The central cylindrical part of length H and radius Rp is surrounded by partial charges placed in
rings (red circles). The sum of the partial charges is Q. The figure shows ionic concentrations in the control
cells for a typical case, when there is a large concentration difference (150 mM to 10 mM L→R) for Na+
(blue circles) resulting in a large Na+-flux from L to R (M denotes mol/dm3 throughout this paper). The flux
of X+ ions (brown circles) is coupled to the flux of Na+ (indicated by the arrows) against its concentration
gradient (3.16 mM to 1 mM R→L). Green circles represent Cl− ions.
central cylindrical region (of length H and radius Rp) of the pore. This central region is surrounded
by n= (H/0.25nm)+1 rings of negative point charges (red circles in 1). There are four charges in
each ring, each in Rp+0.14 nm radial distance from the centerline. The magnitude of each partial
charge is Q/(4n) so their sum gives a predefined value, Q. The total thickness of the membrane is
H+1 nm.
We use Na+ for the abundant species in this study. The ions are modeled as charged hard
spheres, with diameters 0.19 and 0.362 nm for Na+ and Cl−, respectively. The species to be co-
transported (denoted by X+) has a diameter 0.3 nm. Water is modeled as a dielectric continuum
with dielectric constant ε = 78.5 throughout the system.
The two regions outside the membrane on both sides represent the two baths denoted left (L)
and right (R). In a biological situation, these compartments may be the extracellular and intra-
cellular spaces. In a technological situation, they are rather called feed and permeate sides. The
electrochemical driving force for the passive diffusion of the ions is the difference of concentra-
tions in the two control cells. Since we enforce electroneutrality in these cells on average, the
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mean electrical potential across the membrane is 0 V (see Appendix ). This is an approximation of
a large, well-stirred bath. Equivalently, it is as if an electrode were keeping the membrane potential
at 0 V, except that our baths remove the excess charges instead of the electrodes.
The transport of ions is simulated by the Dynamic Monte Carlo (DMC) method,33 where ions
are randomly displaced within a maximum displacement. The move is accepted or rejected ac-
cording to the usual MC acceptance criterion (50-150 billion of such moves were attempted). In
the crowded pore, the dominant mechanism of coupling is momentum exchange between clash-
ing particles governed by short-range repulsion that is handled in DMC simulations by rejecting
configurations where two hard spheres overlap. We have also performed molecular dynamics sim-
ulations in some cases to verify that DMC correctly captures this phenomena (data not shown).
It has been shown that DMC is an appropriate method to compute relative fluxes in mixtures,33
as demonstrated in previous DMC simulations for ion channels.34,35 Therefore, we will plot the
JX+/JNa+ flux ratios throughout this paper, which makes sense intuitively because JX+/JNa+ char-
acterizes the efficiency of co-transport. More details can be found in previous papers33–35 and in
the Appendix .
Results and Discussion
We first performed a detailed analysis regarding the length, the radius, and the charge of the pore
to assess what values are necessary to produce coupled transport of X+ and Na+. We started by
fixing the length of the pore at H = 1 nm and changing the charge of the pore at two different pore
radii Rp = 0.24 and 0.48 nm. There is a large concentration gradient for Na+ from L to R (from
150 mM to 10 mM). At the same time, there are smaller concentrations of X+ in the system (1 mM
and 3.16 mM in L and R sides, respectively). This means that the X+ concentration gradient is in
the opposite direction of that for Na+.
The net flux is a sum of fluxes flowing from R to L (R→L) and from L to R (L→R). (These
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Figure 2: X+/Na+ flux ratio vs. pore charge, Q, for two pore radii Rp = 0.48 nm (A) and 0.24 nm (B).
Coupled transport occurs when the net flux ratio is positive. The panels also show the L→R (co-transport)
and R→L (diffusion) components of the net (or total) X+ flux. The X+ concentrations are [X+]L = 1
mM and [X+]R = 3.16 mM; the ratio is 3.16 (R/L). The Na+ concentrations are [Na+]L = 150 mM and
[Na+]R = 10 mM; ratio is 15 (L/R). The length of the cylindrical pore is H = 1 nm, so there are 5 rings of
negative charges carrying Q total charge.
fluxes correspond to unidirectional fluxes36,37 that have been reasonably measured in transport
physiology experiments using radioactive tracers.1,38,39) The R→L component is identified with
the usual diffusive transport driven by the concentration gradient of X+. The L→R component is
identified with co-transport driven by coupling to the large flux of Na+ ions from L to R. The net
effect, therefore, is a result of two competing effects, which is important for our understanding the
phenomenon. (It should be noted that these identifications are artificial. Even when only diffusion
is present without coupling, there are fluxes in both directions. These concepts, however, promote
understanding and serve discussion by seeing where co-transport dominates.) In 2 (and in later
figures), therefore, we plot the L→R and R→L components in addition to their sum. Co-transport
occurs when the two ionic species go into the same direction. In this case, the L→R component
is larger (in absolute value) than the R→L component, co-transport dominates over diffusion, and
the sign of the net flux ratio is positive.
No net co-transport was observed for the wider pore (Rp = 0.48 nm, 2A). The L→R component
is small for every Q. In this case, there is enough space for the ions to travel past each other in
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Table 1: The rates (in percent) of various occupancy combinations of X+ and Na+ in the cylindrical pore
for different channel charges, Q, for filter radius Rp = 0.24 nm. Other parameters are the same as in 2. Ion
combination mn (1st column) means that there are m X+ and n Na+ in the cylindrical pore. Only those rows
are shown, where the rate is larger than 0.1%.
Channel charge / e
-2 -6 -10 -14
00 97.66 43.11 0.66 0
01 2.33 52.07 20.80 0.28
02 0 4.38 57.71 9.70
03 0 0.02 18.52 45.84
04 0 0 0.65 37.69
05 0 0 0 5.05
10 0.01 0.34 0.19 0
11 0 0.08 1.00 0.10
12 0 0 0.43 0.59
13 0 0 0.02 0.58
opposite directions. For the narrow pore (Rp = 0.24 nm, 2B), on the other hand, we observed
co-transport when the charge of the pore is large enough. When there is not enough charge around
the pore (Q = −2e), there is not enough attraction to attract cations into the pore. In this case,
the pore is not multiply occupied and the movement of Na+ and X+ cannot be coupled through
momentum exchange. The L→R component is zero for Q = −2e. Increasing the pore charge,
coupling appears, the L→R component becomes non-zero, and the R→L component vanishes.
The maximum in the L→R component at Q = −4e appears because the Na+ flux is small in this
case, so we normalize with a smaller number. Increasing |Q| further, Na+ flux increases, so the
JX+/JNa+ flux ratio decreases.
The fact that co-transport requires multiply-occupied pore is supported by an analysis where
we computed the probabilities of finding various combinations of ions in the pore (see 1). For
Q=−2e pore charge, for example, the pore is empty in 97.66 % of the time, it contains one Na+
in 2.33 % of the time, and it contains one X+ in 0.01 % of the time. Obviously, no coupling is
possible in this case. For Q = −10e pore charge, on the other hand, the pore contains only Na+
ions most of the time (97.68 %), but in the remaining time it contains one X+ ion next to one or
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Figure 3: X+/Na+ flux ratio vs. the length of the cylindrical part of the pore H for pore charge Q=−10e
and radius Rp = 0.24 nm. The X+ and Na+ concentrations are the same as in 2.
more Na+ ions. In this case, coupling is possible and, together with the confiningly small radius
of the pore, it results in X+ flux in the opposite direction of its concentration gradient.
Another interesting aspect is that the flux ratio is saturated; it does not increase further when
the pore charge is increased (in absolute value) to extreme values. Once coupling is established,
the flux ratio cannot be increased further by increasing |Q|.
In the next step, we investigated how is this coupling is established. As seen above, the narrow-
ness of the pore is necessary. It is believed, because of an experiment by Hodgkin and Keynes,1
that coupled transport requires the transport in a long, narrow pore where single filing of ions is
forced. But, how long does the pore have to be to produce coupling?
3 shows the X+/Na+ flux ratio (and its components) as a function of the length of the narrow
cylindrical part of the pore for Q = −10e and Rp = 0.24 nm. It is seen that co-transport occurs
even if the narrow cylindrical part is absent (H = 0 nm). The observed flux ratio is smaller, but the
phenomenon is definitely present. For small H, there is more “leakage” of X+ ions in the “wrong”
(R→L) direction, but the L→R component is sufficient to more than balance it.
Examination of concentration profiles (4) show that the pore region is crowded even if the
cylindrical part is absent (H = 0 nm); this is ensured by the pore charge (Q=−10e). The important
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Figure 4: X+ and Na+ concentration profiles for pore lengths H = 0, 0.5, and 1 nm, for pore charge
Q=−10e and radius R= 0.24 nm. The X+ concentrations are [X+]L = 1 mM and [X+]R = 3.16 mM; the
ratio is 3.16 (R/L). The Na+ concentrations are [Na+]L = 150 mM and [Na+]R = 10 mM; ratio is 15 (L/R).
thing is that the ions must crowd in a bottleneck of the pore so that the ion present in abundance
(Na+) can obstruct the diffusion of the other ion (X+) normally driven by its own concentration
gradient; that is, Na+ ions stand as an obstacle to the movement of X+ from R to L no matter
whether the pore is long or not. We find, therefore, that single-filing in a long narrow pore is not
necessary to establish coupling between the ions taking part in co-transport. This result should
be taken into consideration when protein structures are analyzed from the point of view of co-
transport. One does not need a long classical channel; a short but narrow opening suffices to
produce coupled transport.
Next, we investigated how the co-transport depends on X+ and Na+ concentration ratios. We
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Figure 5: X+/Na+ flux ratio as a function of the X+ concentration ratio for different Na+ concentration
ratios. The L-side X+ concentration was kept fixed at [X+]L = 1 mM, so [X+]R/[X+]L was changed by
changing [X+]R. Panel A shows the net flux, while panel B shows the R→L (negative, dashed lines) and
L→R (positive, solid lines) components. The pore parameters are Q=−10e, Rp = 0.24 nm, and H = 1 nm.
fixed the Na+ concentration on the R side at 10 mM and changed it on the L side in the range
75-300 mM. We also fixed the X+ concentration on the L side at 1 mM and changed it on the
R side in the range 0.316-31.6 mM, the concentration gradient X+ ions must fight against. 5A
shows the net X+/Na+ flux ratio as a function of the X+ concentration ratio for different values
of [Na+]L/[Na+]R. 5B shows the L→R and R→L components. For a given [Na+]L/[Na+]R,
we observe co-transport if [X+]R/ [X+]L is not too large. Obviously, if it is too large, the R→L
diffusion dominates over the L→R co-transport. As [X+]R/[X+]L → 1, the R→L component
(diffusion) goes to zero. The L→R component (co-transport) is constant and does not depend on
the X+ concentration ratio. Consequently, we observe another saturation effect: the X+ to Na+
flux ratio converges to a limiting value as [X+]R/[X+]L decreases (far left points of 5A). This
limiting value decreases with increasing Na+ concentration ratio.
To understand why, consider the concentration profiles as [Na+]L increases (6). These show
that the concentration of X+ decreases substantially with higher [Na+]L. Apparently, there is a
competition between X+ and Na+ ions for the pore; increasing Na+ concentration in the L bath
from where it arrives favors adsorbing more Na+ and less X+ in the pore. Also, we varied the
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Figure 6: X+ and Na+ concentration profiles for different L-side Na+ concentrations. The X+ concentra-
tions are [X+]L = 1 mM and [X+]R = 3.16 mM. The R-side Na+ concentration is fixed at 10 mM. The pore
parameters are Q=−10e, Rp = 0.24 nm, and H = 1 nm.
L-side X+ concentration while keeping the Na+ concentrations unchanged. Our results (7) show
that the JX+/JNa+ flux ratio increases approximately linearly with [X
+]L because more X+ ions are
adsorbed in the pore as the L-side X+ concentration increases. Combined, these results of varying
[Na+]L and [X+]L independently indicate that their ratio determines how much X+ is in the pore
and therefore how much X+ is conducted.
Our results have biological implications in that they provide support to the idea that channel-
like co-transport through narrow pores can be a kind of transfer mode in transporters.2,10,11,40,41
The traditional view is that co-transporters behave the same way as those using primary energy
(ATPases, for example). In this picture, substrates bind to the transporter, induce a conformational
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Figure 7: X+/Na+ flux ratio as a function of the L-side X+ concentration for different X+ concentra-
tion ratios. The pore parameters are Q = −10e, Rp = 0.24 nm, and H = 1 nm. The L- and R-side Na+
concentrations are 150 mM and 10 mM, respectively.
change, and this change in configuration results in release of substrates on the other side of the
membrane. New experimental evidence from fluorescence spectroscopy and electrophysiology,
however, shows that current flowing through co-transporters can be orders of magnitudes larger
than that possible on the basis of the alternating access model.42 These currents are in the range of
currents carried by ion channels. Moreover, it was reported that the number of the dominant ions
far exceeds (10 to a 100 times) the number of co-transported substrate molecules,43 in contrast to
the fixed stoichiometric mechanism. Our simulations are consistent with these properties and show
this same range of downhill to uphill ion flux ratio.
Our results also have implications for engineered materials. Synthetic nanopores and nanoporous
materials have the advantage over biological that their properties (e.g., length H, radius Rp, and
charge Q) can be more easily manipulated. Therefore, our systematic study gives insights into how
to optimize these parameters. Our simulations also show that only a very small segment of the
pore needs to be single-filing. This is important for membranes that are usually several microns
thick; having sub-nanometer-wide pores spanning the entire membrane would not only be difficult
to make, but would also dramatically increase the resistance to ion flow. In addition, we showed
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that large “uphill” ion concentration gradients (more than 10-fold) can still sustain co-transport.
That can be important for applications like amplifying the concentration of a low-concentration
analyte molecule. One can use a co-transporting membrane to shuttle analyte molecules to higher
and higher concentrations to make it easier to analyze them or detect their presence. Similarly, one
can accumulate an ion concentration gradient for energy storage. Or, one can potentially remove
contaminating ions (e.g., radioactive ions) with this mechanism.
Nanopores in membranes are becoming small enough that these applications will be possible
soon. Currently, nanopores can be made to have diameters of ∼ 1 nm (reviewed by Howorka
and Siwy4), which is almost small enough to force single-filing of ions. Moreover, biological
ion channels are now being incorporated into these synthetic nanopores,5,6 including gramicidin
A which is a single-file channel.7 Therefore, we suggest that co-transport of ions may be a new
possible application of nanopores.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have performed DMC simulations for a reduced model of coupled transport in a
narrow multiply occupied pore. The simplified model made it possible to obtain simulation results
with good statistics; the error bars in the figures are about in the size of the symbols. At the same
time, our model includes the relevant physics to ensure that our results and interpretations are valid.
We found that X+ ions can travel uphill using momentum coupling with Na+ ions that are present
at high concentration (compared to X+), driven by their own concentration gradient with normal
diffusion. Co-transport occurs because thermal motion produces momentum-coupling between X+
and Na+ ions on the microscopic level. Macroscopic parameters influence this coupling in various
ways. Geometrical parameters (Rp and H) and pore charge (Q) determine how strong this coupling
is in the crowded bottleneck of the pore. Na+ and X+ concentrations both influence the number
of X+ ions in the pore, and, therefore, the X+ flux. We found that coupling can be established
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without single filing in a long narrow pore; a short, but narrow opening, where ions are crowded
by strong electrostatic attraction exerted by pore charges, is enough.
Voltage was not applied in this study, so the passive diffusion of ions is driven by only the
concentration differences between the control cells. This is the first logical step in studying the
phenomenon of co-transport. A voltage driving the Na+ ions in the direction of their concentration
gradient would facilitate co-transport because it would increase the flux of Na+. Due to momentum
transfer, co-transport would be stronger as the drift velocity of Na+ ions increases. In addition, any
voltage favoring Na+ conduction would similarly aid X+ conduction. A voltage of opposite sign,
on the other hand, would work against co-transport by decreasing Na+ current and moving X+
away from the membrane. Simulations of these effects would be interesting (using one of the
electrostatic algorithms of Refs.13–30,44–47) and can be the topic of future studies. However, the
main conclusions of this study would not change. Moreover, one of the main goals of our work
is new low-energy applications for nanopores and, therefore, we show that co-transport can occur
in systems that are completely passive (i.e., where the membrane potential is not fixed and only
concentration differences drive the process).
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Appendix: Dynamic Monte Carlo
We have chosen the DMC method as introduced by Rutkai et al.33 to simulate the movement of
X+ and Na+ ions through our model pore. The concentrations of these ions are maintained on the
two sides of the membrane with Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations in control
cells. Thus, we simulate steady-state flux.
DMC provides an alternative with many advantages33,48–50 over molecular dynamics and Brow-
nian dynamics, for example, shorter computation time, easier handling of hard sphere forces. In
DMC, the flux of a given ionic species, Ji, can be computed by counting the particles crossing a
predefined reference plane (from L to R and from R to L) in a given MC time interval (time is
expressed as the number of trial MC steps in DMC). In the procedure developed by Rutkai and
Kristóf33 to simulate mixtures with DMC, the computed number is divided by the square root
of the mass of the given component. This is the only place, where particles masses enter the
calculation. Choice for the mass of the X+ ions would influence the flux ratios, but it does not
influence the qualitative trend in the figures. The X+ ions are 7.7 times heavier than Na+ ions, in
our calculations.
The basic DMC step is the random particle displacement, in which one particle is chosen from
the N particles available in the system with 1/N probability, and it is moved into a new position,
rnew, with respect to the old position, rold, with rnew = rold+ξ rmax, where ξ is a vector containing
three coordinates that are uniformly generated random numbers in the interval [−1,1]. The move is
accepted with probability p=min{1,exp(−∆U/kT )}, where ∆U is the energy-change associated
with the movement. ∆U may increase, for example, if the electrostatic energy becomes unfavorable
or two ions come too close and overlap, resulting in rejection of that new configuration. The
DMC method is based on the assumption that the sequence of configurations generated by the
above steps can be considered as a dynamic evolution of the system in time.51 DMC does not
generate deterministic trajectories; it reproduces average dynamic properties such as the mean-
16
square displacement. Compared to molecular dynamics, DMC does not guarantee an absolute
measure of physical time; it only ensures proportionality, which is why it directly provides only
relative fluxes.
The choice of the maximum displacement, rmax, is a central problem in the DMC method. For
systems, where every species are modeled explicitly, the value of rmax can be determined from the
average free path that a molecule can move toward its neighbors until collision as described in the
paper of Rutkai and Kristóf33 in detail. In this case, the key property determining the value of rmax
is the density of the fluid. The algorithm of Rutkai and Kristóf33 was justified by comparing to
results of molecular dynamics simulations.
When we simulate particles moving in an implicit solvent, on the other hand, rmax can be
chosen to mimic the stochastic random walk of particles colliding with the solvent molecules. In
this case, the DMC method is more reminiscent of Brownian dynamics simulations. Consequently,
tuning the rmax parameter, DMC simulations can mimic both molecular and Brownian dynamics
simulations depending on the presence of implicit degrees of freedom. Although we observed
some (slight) sensitivity of our quantitative results to the value of rmax, we did not change its value
in our calculations, because we are interested in general qualitative behavior. Changing rmax did
not influence our qualitative conclusions.
To maintain concentrations on the two sides of the membrane, we apply GCMC in the large,
bulk-like containers (called “control cells”) on the two sides of the membrane.25,52,53 This is the
Dual Control Volumes (DCV) method25,54,55 to maintain steady-state flux. Note that the DCV
method was applied in the case of ionic systems by Im et al.25 for the first time. The control
cells are charge neutral on average, although charge can fluctuate in them as individual ions are
inserted/deleted in the GCMC steps.
The electrochemical driving force for the passive diffusion of ions is the gradient of the elec-
trochemical potential, µ˜i = µ0i + kT lnci+µ
ex
i +qiΦ, where µ
0
i is a reference chemical potential,
k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, Φ is the electrical potential, ci is the concentration,
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Figure 8: Average electrical potential profiles for the three cases of 6 using [X+]R/[X+]L = 3.16. An addi-
tional curve (symbols) for [Na+]L = 150 mM is shown for a larger X+ concentration ratio [X+]R/[X+]L =
31.6, where co-transport is not present.
µexi is the excess chemical potential, and qi is the charge of ionic species i. The electrochemical
driving force basically has two components: the gradient of the chemical potential (kT lnci+µexi )
and the gradient of the electrical potential (Φ).
In this study, we imposed an applied voltage (i.e., electrical potential difference between the
baths) of 0 V by enforcing charge neutrality in each of the control cells. This is shown in 8 with the
electrostatic potential profiles for several cases (computed by inserting test charges in the system
uniformly). The same effect would have been achieved with electrodes at the ends of the baths (but
without the charge neutrality condition), something done in many labs with biological ion channels
and synthetic nanopores.
Without the explicit electrodes, each control cell approximates a large, well-stirred bath. If
only a small number of pores are included in the membrane, then this is an excellent approxima-
tion because only a small amount of excess charge is moved in that case. Moreover, the ion current
through these pores will always be small because they are very narrow and thus have high resis-
tance. In applications where many pores are in a membrane, this approximation may break down.
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However, the man-made membranes we have in mind are generally micrometers thick and thus
have very low capacitance; this would not be true of 3 nm thick biological membranes. Moreover,
flowing fresh electrolyte solution on the side of ion accumulation can be done for some applica-
tions. Thus, while in principle enough ions can accumulate to create a membrane voltage to stop
the co-transport, our large, well-stirred bath approximation is reasonable for many engineering
applications.
We used this well-stirred bath approximation because simulating very long pores and large
baths is challenging with any simulation technique. However, using short pores and small baths
introduces artifacts of charge accumulation and with it a transmembrane potential. While this can
happen in biological situations where cell membranes have a large capacitance and the cytoplasm
is not at all well-stirred, the applications we have in mind with man-made membranes do not have
these properties; baths are generally large so that the ions can quickly diffuse away. By using
the control cells the way we did, we show the general principle of co-transport (which will occur
in longer pores as well), but avoid the artifact of charge accumulation produced by using thin
membranes and small baths.
Periodic boundary conditions were used for the control volumes in directions perpendicular to
the direction of the transport (x and y), while the cell was confined between hard in the z dimen-
sion. GCMC simulations use the chemical potentials as independent variables and apply particle
insertion/deletion steps thus simulating a system with fluctuating particle numbers. This fluctua-
tion, however, occurs around well-defined average values, so the composition (the concentrations
of the various species) in the control cells is well-defined. The chemical potentials of the various
species have been determined with the Adaptive GCMC method.56 The DMC technique coupled
to control cells (called DMC+DCV) was used to study transport through ion channels34,35 and
carbon nanopores.57
The assumption that makes GCMC simulation in the control cells possible is that they are
separately in equilibrium. It is possible, however, to apply GCMC simulations in the transport
19
region too using a local electrochemical potential as introduced in the Local Equilibrium Monte
Carlo (LEMC) method.47 We also demonstrated that the DMC technique can be coupled to the
LEMC method.58
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